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How to transform
an architectural synthesis tool for

low power VLSI designs

Abstract - High Level Synthesis (HLS) for Low Power VLSI
design is a complex optimization problem due to the
Area/Time/Power interdependence. As few low power design
tools are available, a new approach providing a modular low
power synthesis method is proposed. Although based for the
moment on a generic architectural synthesis tool Gaut, the use
of different "commercial" tools is possible

Our Gaut_w HLS tool is constituted of low power modules =
High level power dissipation estimation, Assignment, Module
selection (Operators and supply voltage), Optimization criteria
and Operators library.

As illustration, power saving factors on DWT algorithms are
presented.

Keywords - Digital Signal Processing (DSP), High Level
Synthesis (HLS), Low-Power Methods, Modular approach,
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
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1. Introduction

Most VLSI researches have been focused on optimizing circuits speed and area to
perform complex signal processing. Indeed, the rapid advance in VLSI technology and the
increasing computation required for recent real time DSP applications infer large chips density
and high clock frequency. Then, the power dissipation minimization in modern circuits, such as
mobile systems, is a crucial problem. To minimize the power consumption of a system, VLSI
researches work on low power HLS tools. Power optimization can be processed at several
levels and the expecting power saving factor at each level can be expressed as follows :
behavioral (10-100%), architectural (10-100%), logical (10-50%) or physical (<20%) [3].
Therefore, at behavioral and architectural levels, the expected saving power is more significant
: these two domains have been less explored in the literature. The method integrated in our
HLS Gaut_w proposes techniques in order to optimize the design at these two levels.

Actually, a lot of architectural synthesis tools have been proposed. These tools differ from
the applications kind they can implement and from the targeted architecture. Therefore, it is
important to develop methods for low-power that can be quickly integrated in each user
architectural synthesis tool. For such a purpose, the best way is to develop low power modules
that are used before the architectural synthesis tool in the design flow.

In this paper, a new approach to HLS tool for low power and time constrained DSP
systems is proposed. The second section presents previous works on power estimation and
optimization. Section 3 explores briefly our Gaut_w HLS tool and its different modules (High
Level Power Estimation, Module Selection, Optimization Criteria, Assignment). In the section
4, results on DWT algorithm [2] illustrating our method are given before a conclusion.

2. Previous Works

2.1 Power estimation
There are three major sources of power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits that are

summarized in the following equation (1). The first term represents the power switching
component, the second term is due to direct-path short circuit current and the last term is the
power dissipation due to leakage current.

P P P P C p V fswitching shortcircuit leakage dd
2= ( . ) . .+ + = (1)

where C  is the physical capacitance of the CMOS circuit, p is the power consuming
transition (0→1) probability and Vdd the supply voltage

However for CMOS circuits, it assumed that both short-circuit and leakage power
dissipation is negligible. Therefore, the power dissipation is given by (2) [4] :

P C V fcomp dd
2= . . (2)

Where Ccomp is the average capacitance switched to perform a computation and f the sampling
frequency.
It is well known that the signals statistics influence the power dissipation [5]. Nevertheless, at a
high level, it can be supposed that signal values are uniformly distributed. Then, the
capacitance Ccomp is described by the following expression (3) [6] :
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C N C N C C Ccomp i i reg reg erconnect control
i

= + + +∑ . . int (3)

Where Ni  is the number of i operations, Ci the i operator capacitance that contains the
intrablock routing and gates capacitance, NregCreg the effective registers capacitance, Cinterconnect

the physical interconnected capacitance estimation and Ccontrol the controller capacitance
estimation.

At the architectural level, the complete architecture is known and signals statistics in the
circuit can be calculated. Therefore, power dissipation estimation in a typical execution can be
computed more precisely [5].

2.2 Power optimization
Low power optimization is achieved by reducing either Ci with technology considerations

or Ccomp by the operators selection and the architectural synthesis. Moreover, voltage scaling
has a great impact on the power dissipation because of the quadratic dependence of Vdd (2).
Unfortunately, reducing Vdd increases the operators latency T significantly when the supply
voltage approaches the device threshold voltage Vt (4)  [4] :

( )
T

V

V V
dd

dd t

∝
− 2 (4)

Therefore it is important to find a good trade-off between power dissipation and time
performance for DSP applications.

2.3 Low power HLS tools
Few HLS optimization tools have been proposed in the literature. Hyper_LP [6] has

integrated high level transformations and an ATP space exploration that shows the supply
voltage scaling impact on the design. Concerning the module selection, most of previous works
only goals design area optimization [7]. Moreover, a module selection (different operators at
different supply voltages) has been proposed which gives the lower bounds on Area,
Performance and Power dissipation [8]. Scheduling methods have been presented to schedule
Multi-Voltage Datapaths [9].

Nevertheless, no HLS synthesis tool using a modular approach and a classical
architectural synthesis tool has been proposed yet.

3. HLS tool Gaut_w

3.1 Overview of the design flow
The design flow of our HLS tool is illustrated in Figure 1. The three entries are the

algorithmic description of the application (behavioral VHDL), the operators library and the
optimization criteria. At present, this tool is based on the Gaut architectural synthesis tool
[1,14], but such a global method could be extended through any another tool. Gaut_w contains
two low power modules : Module Selection that selects the best operators set and the best
supply voltage for a given time constraint, and Assignment that assigns operations of the Data
Flow Graph (DFG) on physical operators in order to decrease the transition rate of operators
entries. These modules minimize a cost function (depending on both area and power) whose
weighted parameters are chosen by the user (Optimization Criteria). The design is optimized
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through a Fast Power dissipation estimation based on average power dissipation of resources
(Operators library) used in the architecture and a probabilistic estimation of accesses on each
different resource (registers, memory, operators).
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Figure 1 : Low Power DSP HLS Tool

3.2 Formal library
The synchronous architecture synthesized by Gaut tool used operators, memories,

registers and a clock tree.

3.2.1 Operators
Each operator has been simulated by the logic simulator Compass to estimate the average

power dissipation [10]. The power estimation  is the mean result of 5 simulations with 10.000
values length stimuli [11] (using Compass and Powercalc), implying a 95% confidence interval
and a less than 1% error. This method provides a good trade-off between the simulation time
and the results precision.

Therefore, the library contains operators with different ATP characteristics. For example,
an addition function in the DFG can be realized with 4 different operators (Table I).
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3.2.2 Memory library
The great number of transistors in a memory implies that the power dissipation due to the

leakage current is no more negligible according to the switching component. Therefore, the
power dissipation estimator integrated in the Compass CAD tool is used to determine the
switching and the leakage component of the power dissipation. These terms depend on the
memory size.

Therefore, the memory power dissipation is based on a static power dissipation
Stat(S).Vdd2 and on a dynamic effective capacitance Cdyn(S). We do not have an analytic
expression, but only values corresponding to each different memory size.

3.2.3 clock library

The Cclk clock tree capacitance estimation is based on the ( )N SgRe  estimated registers

number and on the Creg clock tree capacitance per register: . ( )C S N CClk reg reg= . .

3.2.4 Library example
Table I represents a library extract, where T represents the latency time for a 5.5 Volts

supply voltage, S the area and P the power dissipation estimation for a 5.5 Volts supply
voltage. The operator Ci effective capacitance can be calculated with expression (2) (P, Vdd

and f are known). The latency time at different supply voltages is estimated using expression
(4) (Vth is a known device characteristic).

16 bits Operators T
(ns)

S
(10-3 mm2)

P
(µW)

Add (DataPath) 14 73 412
Fast add (DataPath) 8.6 122 711
Add (VHDL) 18.9 53 229
Fast add (VHDL) 9.9 117 626
Mult (DataPath) 32.3 1337 18827
Pipeline mult (DataPath) 22 1337 18821
Mult (VHDL) 53.3 1023 11820
Fast mult (VHDL) 33.2 1270 16231
Register 4 70 71
Clock per register - - 65
memory 28×16 bits
Static : 36 mW

20 1163 961

Table I : Library example (CMOS 1 µµm technology)

3.3 Power dissipation estimation
The aim of this module is to give a fast power dissipation estimation calculated at a high

level of abstraction.Currently, the method targets time constrained DSP applications :
operators used in the circuit have an activation rate close to 100%.

The first estimation step is the scheduling probability computation of each operation in the
DFG [12]. This permits to estimate the storage probability of each variable (transfer via a
register, the memory and a register or transfer via a register) and then the probable activity of
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the memory (Nmem) and the registers (NReg). The probable registers number can also be
estimated allowing to estimate the power dissipation of the clock tree. The Ni operators
activity is calculated on the DFG. Therefore, this probable activity of resources and their
average power dissipation available in the library leads to the total power dissipation Power(S)
(5) :

( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )
Power S V

T
C S C S C S

T
C Static S

dd

r
Op g Dyn Mem

Clk
Clk Mem

=

+ +

+ +
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(5)

With :

( )C S N COp i ii

N
=

=∑ .
1

0

( )C S N Cg reg regRe =

( )C S N CClk reg reg= .

( )C S N CDyn Mem mem dyn_ .=

Where COp(S) and CReg(S) represent respectively the effective capacitance of operators and
registers, each of these capacitances switching every Tr  ns (time constraint). Cclk  is the clock

tree capacitance estimation, ( )N SgRe  the probable registers number and Creg the capacitance

per register (CClk switches every TClk ns : internal clock frequency). Stat(S).Vdd2  is the static
power dissipation and CDyn_mem(S) the dynamic effective capacitance.

3.4 Optimization criteria
Each designer has its own optimization problem : circuits for mobile electronic systems

require low power dissipation, whereas some designs need a minimum area circuit in order to
be cheaper. Therefore, the optimization criteria must depend on both area and power (Figure
2).

Area

Performance

Power

Time Constraint
(down limit)

Optimizing ?
• Power
• Area

Figure 2 : Optimization criteria
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A lot of functions can be integrated in our optimization criteria module. Cost functions
using linear functions of both area and power dissipation have been chosen; an α factor (0 ≤ α
≤1) is introduced to select the power and area rate. β is a normalization coefficient (6).

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Cost S . . Area S Power Sα αα β= − +1 . . (6)

where Area(S) is the area estimation (operators, registers, interconnections and bus [7]),
Power(S) is the power dissipation estimation (5).

3.5 Assignment
Operations assignment on operators in the circuit is an important task in the architectural

synthesis in order to decrease the power dissipation. A high switching factor at operator entries
implies a high switching rate of operator gates and then a high power dissipation [5]. But, at a
high level of abstraction, it is impossible to know exactly the circuit architecture and to
calculate the activity rate of all operators entries. Therefore, only two models of operators
power dissipation are used :

•  both of the operator entries change between two operations with white noise inputs
•  only one of the operator entry changes between two operations, the other one is

constant
The power dissipation is greater in the first model than in the second one in a 25 to 50%

order depending on the operator. The first model is an estimation of the power dissipation for
two variables operation when the second model is an estimation of the power dissipation on a
variable and a constant one. Therefore, at a high level of abstraction, it is important to guide
the architectural synthesis to use the second model operator as often as possible in order to
optimize the design power dissipation. Let's take an example of this following DFG. A, B, C,
D and E are variables and their values change every clock cycle, but Cst is a constant that
keeps the same value for every clock cycle.

*

+

+

*

*

*

BA

Cst
rt

C

D E

R

Cst
R

Figure 3 : A DFG example

Multiplication on the DFG can be scheduled in different ways on one or more multipliers :
the operators power dissipation depends on the scheduling task. With the power dissipation
model used, it is clear that the minimum power dissipation is obtained when one multiplier is
dedicated only for multiplication with the Cst value (Constant value) : two multiplications are
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done with the second model (Cst*R, Cst*C) and two multiplications with the first model (A*B
and D*E) to compute the DFG. If only one multiplier is used, the operator power dissipation is
greater : for example, if Cst*R is scheduled after A*B, then both of the two operator entries
change (A→ Cst and B→R) and then the multiplication is done in the first model.

Therefore, an assignment module detecting operations with constant has been developed.
Then, the Assignment Module assigns or not operators performing operations with constant to
optimize the cost function (6) defined by the user (Optimization Criteria).

3.6 Module selection
The module selection is the second step in the HLS GAUT design flow (Figure 1). Its

utility is to determine the optimal supply voltage and the optimal operators set from a given
library according to a DSP application (an algorithm and a time constraint) for design
optimization (cost functions defined upper).

The module selection presented here explores all the different solutions dealing with
different operators (ATP, mono or multi-function, pipeline operators) and different supply
voltages. Our DFG processing is carried in the order defined in Figure 4. To estimate the cost
function (6), the operators allocation has to be obtained from the number of pipeline stages.
This requires to know the operators latency and therefore the selected operators and the supply
voltage (4). To simplify the ATP space exploration and reduce the cost estimation number, the
following lemma is proposed [7] : the use of multi-functional units is necessary only if one of
its functions is underused, e.g. if there is at least one mono-functional operator in the operators
set S with an efficiency less than 100%. Therefore, a first step provides the best selection from
mono-functional operators. If mono-functional operators are underused, an optimization with
multi-functional units is processed for reducing the circuit area.

In conclusion, our module selection algorithm solves the best operators set for each
supply voltage (mono and multi-functions) and the best supply voltage selection in a range
from Vdd_min to Vdd_max (Figure 4) [13].

for Supply voltage from Vdd_min to Vdd_max
for all mono-functional operators set

Latency time calculation of each selected operator (4)
Number of pipeline stages calculation
Allocation estimation in each pipeline stage
Cost calculation (6)

End mono-functional operators set
Multifunctional operators resolution
ððBest operators set selection for each supply voltage

End for Supply voltage
ððBest selection (Supply voltage and operators set)

Figure 4 : Module Selection Algorithm

Nevertheless, it is possible to use normalised supply voltages (5, 3.3 ... Volts).
This ATP exploration leads to the minimum of the cost function chosen by the designer.

4. Results

In this submission, only few results on DWT algorithm are presented. However, more
results will be given in the final version of this paper with impacts of each different methods
(Voltage scaling, Selection of different operators, Assignment) on the power dissipation.
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4.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform algorithm
There are a lot of image transformations as Fast Fourier Transform, Discrete Cosinus

Transform, and Wavelet transform. The last one has got several interesting properties and is
more and more used. The wavelet transform used here is based on a "g" high pass filter and on
a "h" low pass filter [2]. Several steps are needed to calculate the results as shown in the
Figure 5 and 6. The H and G filters are first computed on rows and after on columns of the
initial image. To calculate the DWT with one more resolution level, the same computation is
realized on a quarter of the image.

C  0

H

H

H 1:2

H

H

G

G
1:2

1:2

2:1

2:1

G

1:2

1:2

1:2

1:2

1:2G

G

G

2:1

2:1

H

D -
1d

D -
1h

D -
1v

C -1

C -2

D -
2h

D -
2d

D -
2v

First resolution level Second resolution level

Rows Columns

Rows Columns

2:1 : Keep one column out of 2 1:2 : Keep one row out of 2

Figure 5 : DWT with three resolution levels
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D-1dD-1v

D-1h

D-2d

D-2h

D-2v

C-2

Figure 6 : Result after the DWT algorithm with two resolution levels

Several h and g filters are possible and two linear phase FIR filters with different sizes
have been chosen because of their good results [2] :

9-3 : 9th linear phase FIR filter (h), 3rd linear phase FIR filter (g)
9-7 : 9th linear phase FIR filter (h), 7th linear phase FIR filter (g)
The algorithm can be used with different resolution levels. The example of 512×512 pixels

images at the frequency of 10 images per second is treated : it implies a time constraint at
1/10=100 ms per image. To satisfy this constraint, one algorithm is specified on a n×n block
(algo_bloc) and another one realizes the calculus only on one image point (algo_point).

The power dissipation of both algorithms is compared just after their description.
Therefore, the power dissipation estimation module permits to select at the first step of the
system design the more suitable algorithm according to the power dissipation.

Table II gives results of the power dissipation estimation and the required CPU time on a
Sparc Station. It has been proved on a moving detection application [11] that the absolute
power dissipation error is less than 20% compared with the value obtained by a logic simulator
Compass (after architectural and logical synthesis with Gaut [1,14])

              Algorithm
Results

algo_bloc algo_point

Power dissipation
estimation

1131 mW 436 mW

CPU time on a
Sparc Station

13 minutes 7 seconds

Table II : Comparison of two DWT transforms implantation

Therefore, at a high level of abstraction, the fast power dissipation estimation allows to
compare two different implantations and to choose the better algorithm at the early stage of
the design flow. These results show that the algo_point algorithm is more convenient to a
power minimisation.

4.2 Module selection results
The algo_point algorithm is selected to illustrate results on Module Selection. The circuit

has to implement the algorithm with three resolution levels on 10 images per second. So, it
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needs to specify a processor that performs two FIR filters (g, a 7th and h, a 9th linear phase
FIR filters) (7) every 300 ns has been specified :

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )( )

y n h x h x x

y n g x g x x

n i n i n i
i

n i n i n i
i

= + +

= + +

− −
=

− −
=

∑

∑

0 2 2
0

3

0 2 2
0

2

. .

. .'
(7)

Table I in section 3 is the part of the operators library used in our HLS tool for this
application. The time constraint is 300 ns. Figure 7 shows the results (Power(S) (5), Area(S)
and Cost(S) (6)) of the best operators set for each supply voltage, with α equal to 0.5.

Titre:  
Créé par:  
Date de création:  

Figure 7 : Cost as a function of Vdd on a DWT algorithm

The power dissipation decreases with the supply voltage because of the quadratic
dependence of Vdd on the power dissipation (1). However, when the supply voltage decreases,
operators latency (4) decreases, that involves more operators allocation and the design area
increases.

Table III shows the HLS GAUT tool results for some supply voltages : best operators set
(Module selection), operators power dissipation estimation, total area and operators number in
the circuit after an architectural synthesis.

Vdd
(Volts)

Number of selected Operator  (latency time (ns)) Power (mW) Area (mm2)

4.9 1 Adder Datapath (20)       3 Mult Vhdl (70) 360 5.16
3.9 2 Adder Vhdl (40)             3 Mult Vhdl (90) 222 5.76
3.8 2 Add Vhdl (40)                2 Fast Mult Vhdl (60) 277 4.82
3.2 2 Add Datapath (40)          3 Fast Mult Vhdl (80) 199 6.14

Table III : Module selection results on a DWT algorithm
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Breaks in the Figure 7 are explained by the table III. For a 3.9 Volts supply voltage, three
multipliers and two adders are allocated. However for a 3.8 Volts supply voltage, two adders
and only two multipliers are allocated. This infers that the area cost is smaller at 4.5 Volts
whereas the power dissipation estimation is greater.

Cost functions (6) depend on the α term which represents the relative importance between
the area and the power dissipation. Figure 8 shows the impact of this term variation on the cost
function. The optimal supply voltage when 0.2<α<1 is around 3.8 Volts. It means that the
supply voltage can decrease from 5 Volts to 3.8 Volts without a significant area penalty (only
few per cents) and with a 40% power dissipation optimization. Therefore, the α term permits
to each user to optimize the design according to his application problem (area or power
dissipation).

Titre:  
Créé par:  
Date de création:  

Figure 8 : Apha impact on the cost function

Module Selection requires less than one CPU minute on a Sparc station. This implies that
the method can be applied on a large operators library and on complex applications without
computation time problems.

5. Conclusion

A generic method for low power VLSI design, integrated in the Gaut_w HLS tool
(Estimation and Optimization), is presented here. This new approach is modular and is realized
before the architectural synthesis. Therefore, it can be applied to any other architectural
synthesis tool. A fast power dissipation estimation at a high level of abstraction has also been
developed which compares different time constrained DSP algorithms at an early stage of the
design.

Results presented on DWT algorithms show that the High level power dissipation
estimation permits to obtain quickly power savings equal to 3 by the selection of the best
algorithm. Moreover, a 40% power reduction can be reasonably envisioned by using Module
selection without a significant area penality.
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